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INTRODUCTION

Sample return mission aims for returning extraterrestrial
material sampled in the outer space (e.g., beyond the
Moon), for example from comet or planets as Mars to
Earth. Suck a kind of mission is very important because
of an important step forward for Space Exploration ac-
tivities and for a more accurate knowledge of the Earth
and Universe is to select, collect and finally return extra-
terrestrial samples to Earth where to perform their analy-
sis.
In this framework this paper performs an overview on
design method approach which can be used to address
the design of a generic sample return capsule (SRC). Gen-
erally speaking, the design process demands of satisfying
some set of requirements, usually in some optimal man-
ner.
To attain this optimal solution, or at least to satisfy as
many as all possible of the imposed requirements, usually
it requires tradeoffs between individual elements or sys-
tems. To mediate these tradeoffs requires an engineering
familiarity and literacy, if  not outright talent, with all of
the systems and engineering disciplines involved. Space-
craft represent particularly broad challenges, in that a wide
range of disciplines is involved � communications, power,
thermal control, propulsion and so on.

Arguably, planetary probes are even broader, in that all
the usual spacecraft disciplines are involved, plus several
aspects related to delivery to and operation in planetary
environments, such as aerothermodynamics, soil mechanics
and so on. It is crucial that the requirements be articulated
in a manner that adequately captures the intent of the �cus-
tomer�.
Anyway, once mission requirements and constraints are
established, the SRC design analysis starts taking into ac-
count for design results, available both from literature and
previous missions, throughout similarity and scaling pro-
cesses.

GUIDELINE FOR SAMPLE RETURN VE-
HICLES DESIGN

The analytical, computational and experimental methods
described in this chapter can be used to address the de-
sign of  a generic sample return vehicle (SRV).
Generally speaking, the design process demands different
stages which may require several iterations to obtain an
optimization of  SRV design. For instance, a typical scheme
that synthesizes the design process of  a SRV is shown in
Figure 1.
Once mission requirements and constraints are established,
the SRV design analysis starts taking into account for de-
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Requirements and constraints

In the framework of the design of any space mission
both requirements and constraints must be considered.
Example of  constraints for SRV are the curve limits
of the re-entry corridor such as re-entry velocity fixed
to about 12 km/s for an altitude of 200 Km, maximal
deceleration below 100 g, maximum heat flux below
15 MW/m2 and total heat load below 300-350 MJ/
m2[1]. Hence, once the heat flux has been estimated,
one can calculate the stagnation pressure, thus evaluat-
ing approximate TPS layout and thickness. Typical re-
quirements limits are: Landing, Maximal carrying ca-
pacity with minimal total volume, Stability during en-
try, descent and landing, Maximal heat flux, Maximum
heat load, Maximum g-load, Impact velocity and Maxi-
mum TPS ratio.
On the other hand, typical constraints are: initial entry ve-
locity into Earth is (given by a mission analysis and it is
equal to) 12.3 km/s for an altitude of 120 km; the landing
on Earth shall be performed with a fully passive entry (no

parachute) for the SRV. The latter constraint represents one
of the main considerations in entry vehicle design: i.e. if a
parachute system should be included. The advantages of
parachute recovery are: entry vehicle tracking at high alti-
tude is easier; the probe or canister has a lower ground
impact velocity; recovery operations are easier (the probe
is easier to find). Disadvantages may include: slight increase
in mass; increased mechanical complexity with the separa-
tion of the probe from the aft-cover and parachute; slight
decrease in static stability margin.
A small parachute may be able to decelerate the entry
vehicle adequately. Even though impact-area drift may
increase significantly, ground radar should be able to
track the probe and parachute to ensure efficient re-
covery operations. In this case, the landing on Earth
shall be performed with a fully passive ballistic entry
(no parachute).

Similarity and scaling

Generally speaking, a preliminary design of any space
mission is obtained comparing the requirements of this
mission with the requirements of  previous ones. There-
fore, it is useful to find missions which have similar char-
acteristics to our and use them to obtain a work line.
Obviously, some data (capsule size, re-entry velocity, etc..)
will be different to ours, so we can adapt these to our
mission through a scaling process. In the TABLE 1 some
examples of the entry capsules which can be taken as a
guideline are summarized[1,2].

sign results, available both from literature and previous
missions, throughout similarity and scaling processes. This
phase is most important considering that it represents the
initial condition from which the SRV design evolves and
matures. For example, the design starts basing on initial
assumptions as SRV configuration, mass, stability consid-
erations during entry, descent and loading environment.
Hence, the ballistic parameter is estimated from size, weight
and drag coefficient early evaluated. This value of ballis-
tic coefficient is then used to calculate atmospheric trajec-
tories and perform parametric analysis of  SRV re-entry
flight, and so on.

Figure 1 : Typical design process scheme.

TABLE 1 : Overview of  some fundamental SRV parameters[2].

Example of SRC configurations are summarized in Fig-
ure 2 to Figure 4.
Figure 2 shows an overview of  both internal and external
layout of Stardust and Genesis sample return capsules[2].
An overview of  main mission parameters such as trajec-
tory, vehicle geometry, aerothermal environment, and TPS
for both Stardust and Genesis SRV can be recognized in
TABLE 2 and TABLE 3, respectively[3]. It is worth to
note that the SRV layout is an extremely important design
issue. For instance, it determines the position of  the ve-
hicle centre-of-mass (CoM). In fact, if a non-spherical
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entry shell is used, the centre-of-mass of the configura-
tion must lie adequately below the aeroshell�s centre-of-
pressure (CoP), which in turn moves the spacecraft and
its dense components (batteries, etc.) closer to the leading
face of the entry shell. If the offset between the CoM
and CoP is made too small, then the craft may be un-
stable to disturbances and make large pitching movements,
exposing non-shielded parts to the energetic airflow. As
an example, a craft�s transition from supersonic to sub-
sonic speed causes changes in the wake flow which in
turn can be coupled to the craft, destabilizing it. Some
entry spacecraft, such as that of the Genesis sample-re-
turn mission, are designed to deploy small drogue para-
chutes at supersonic speeds to provide extra stability
through the transonic region[4].
Figure 3 to Figure 7 highlight examples of  SRV design
study results.
Figure 3 shows a typical SRV configuration under investi-
gation in Europe so far[2]. Such a configuration relies on a
sphero-conical aeroshell with a 45 deg half cone angle, a
1.1 m diameter front shield and a smaller back-cover.
In Figure 4 is reported the configuration of the Hayabusa
SRC, whose main mission parameters are summarized in
TABLE 4[3].

Figure 2 : Stardust (up) and genesis (down) sample return
capsules[2].

TABLE 2 : Overview of  the Stardust main parameters[3].

As far as Flight Mechanics is concerned, Figure 5 shows a
typical re-entry corridor of  a SRV reported in the flight
path angle (FPA) ballistic coefficient map. Of  course, the
green-surface represents the flyable conditions during

descent. This re-entry envelope refers to an atmospheric
velocity of  11.8 km/s, at -12 deg FPA, landing load on
the sample of 800 g, peak heat flux of 11.3 MW/m2,
heat load of 209 MJ/m2, and entry duration of 484 s[1,2].
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TABLE 3 : Overview of  the Genesis main parameters[3].

Figure 3 : Example of SRV study results[2]. Figure 4 : HAYABUSA sample return capsule[3].

The lower boundary of the re-entry corridor in the
hypersonic phase of descent is the heat flux limit (both
convective and radiative). Indeed, at high entry speeds
the temperature rise in the shock layer around the
capasule may be sufficiently intense for radiant heating
from the hot plasma flow to be equivalent to the con-

vective heating rate. For Earth entry this occurs at
speeds above 10 km/s for bluff bodies, as shown in
Figure 6[4].
In particular, Figure 6 shows radiative and convective
heating rates compared for two spheres of different radii
entering the Earth�s atmosphere. Note that the same
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equivalence in the heating processes occurs at higher speeds
for objects with smaller radii, but for such capasule the
temperatures in the shock would be far higher, poten-

tially compromising the temperature limits of  the TPS.
A possible internal and external TPS layout is shown in
Figure 7.

TABLE 4 : Overview of  the Hayabusa main parameters[3].

Figure 5 : Example of  SRV study results: re-entry corridor[2].
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Figure 6 : Radiative and convective heating rates limits for Earth entry[4].

Figure 7 : Example of SRV study results: TPS layout[2].

In this example, the TPS layout refers to PICA-like (260
kg/m3) front heatshield, Norcoat-Liege rear TPS, 45 deg
half-cone angle, 1.1 m base diameter, 200 mm Reticu-
lated Vitreous Carbon (RVC) foam, and 76 kg capsule.

Figure 8 together with Figure 9, summarized the thermal
protection systems for several space missions. As we can
see, there are two regression curves that can be used for
the TPS preliminary design[5].

Figure 8 : Mission environments for ablative TPS
applications[5].

Figure 9 : TPS mass fraction for ablative heat shield
missions[5].
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As far as capsule mass budget is concerned, in TABLE 6
are summarized examples of the impact of each capsule
subsystem on the overall vehicle mass. In particular,
TABLE 6 refers to Mars Sample Return Study[2].

Design analysis

Within each design loop, several sciences are involved.
From Structural Mechanism, Electronics to Fluid Dynam-
ics and etc. As a consequence, the SRV is a result of  a
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)[7].
The design process evolves through �trade-off � analysis.
For example, requirements and constraints impact on de-
sign in terms of  trade-off  analysis that accounts for: Heat
flux; Heat input; Drag; Stability; Landing accuracy; Land-
ing conditions; Accommodation into launcher fairing;
Mass; that in turns depends on mission parameters as:
Entry angle; Entry velocity and etc.
Moreover, a detailed description of the flow field past
the re-entry vehicle is mandatory to address the impact
of  several design issues[8,9]. For instance, Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis is necessary for the deter-
mination of convective and radiative heat fluxes, and these
fluxes have a direct impact on the selection of the mate-
rial for the TPS[8]. This will allow also a more accurate
determination of  the TPS thickness distribution. Then,
the detailed knowledge of flowfield past the re-entering
vehicle allows designer to evaluate SRV aerodynamic per-
formances as well as static and dynamic stability to im-
proved Flight Mechanics analysis and so on[10].
Example of design analysis, can be found in Figure 11
where is shown the flowfield predicted around the SRV
at M


=22.14). In particular, the figure shows the tem-

perature contours reported both on the capsule pitch plane
and two flowfield cross sections.
The pressure distribution over the descent module
forebody is also provided. As shown, the maximum
flowfield temperature is close to about 7000 K since, due

In fact, once stagnation pressure and peak heat flux are
known, Figure 8 suggests what kind of  TPS must be
used; while Figure 9 gives an idea of TPS mass fraction
once the total heat load is known.
Examples of  SRV thermal design adopted for the Marco
Polo mission is reported in Figure 10. As shown, the TPS
layout of  the Marco Polo SRV is made of  Saffil, RVC,
and CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer)[2].

Figure 10 : Internal and external (lower side) layout of Marco
Polo TPS[2].

Some TPS materials and related properties are summa-
rized in TABLE 5[6].

TABLE 5 : Properties of  some TPS materials[6].

TABLE 6 : Examples of  mass budget for SRV[2].
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Figure 11 : The static temperature field on the capsule
symmetry plane and on two f lowfield cross sections at
M


=22.14 and =10 deg static pressure on heatshield.

to the high Mach number, thermo-chemical processes
occur behind the bow shock as species vibrational excita-
tion and dissociation.
Moreover, three dimensional streamtraces, coloured by
Mach number, past the capsule at M


=3 and =10 deg

and pressure distribution on the spacecraft front shiled

Figure 12 : Flowfileld streamtraces past the capsule, cloured
by Mach number and pressure distribution on heatshield at
M


=3 and =10 deg.

can be found in Figure 12.
This figure provides very interesting flowfiled features as
the strong flow expansion at capsule shoulder and the
complexity of  the base flow.
Examples of  SRV aeroheating assessment (without ac-
counting for heat shied ablation) for flight conditions rang-
ing from R1 to R6 trajectory points of Figure 13 are
shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14 summarizes the heat flux distributions at cap-
sule front shield centreline.

Figure 13 : Reference re-entry trajectory with CFD design points.

Results refer to convective and radiative heat fluxes at the
wall. The latter one has been computed with PARADE
with the density, the molar fractions and the two tem-
peratures (translational and vibrational) of all the R trajec-
tory points coming from CFD simulations.
As shown, Figure 14 highlights that the maximum radia-
tive heat flux is equal to about 6 MW/m2 and is reached

at the R3/M1 flight conditions (i.e., H

=58.73 km alti-

tude and M

=34.45).

The convective peak heating reaches 8.5 MW/m2, and it
is attained at R5/M2 trajectory point (i.e., H


=52.05 km

altitude and M

=29.12).

Anyway, the maximum total heat flux is equal to about
12.5 MW/m2 and it arises when the SRV is flying at
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H

=58.73 km altitude and M


=34.45 (i.e., R3/M1 TP).

Therefore, plasma radiation is an additional contribution
to surface aeroheating that must be taken into account in
designing the SRV thermal protection system.
In particular, the generic convective heat flux profile in
Figure 14 highlights that, after the peak at the stagnation
point, the heat flux decreases along the heatshield sur-
face as the boundary layer develops up to an inflection

point that corresponds at the end of the spherical shape
of the capsule.
Hence, it continues to decrease along the conical part with
a different shape and, then, it increases near the shoulder
due to the small radius of  curvature and to the expansion
that causes a reduction of  the boundary layer thickness.
Radiative heat flux profiles for the remaining R7 to R12
cases are quite the same as those of R1 to R6 reported in

Figure 14 : Convective and radiative heat fluxes comparison for R1-R6 TPs.
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als), and it lowers significantly the SRV wall enthalpy[11].
Figure 15 also highlights that TPS ablation demands par-
ticular care within flowfield CFD analysis because of it
may influence SRV aerothermal performance consider-
ing that: heat shield roughness promotes turbulence tran-
sition; TPS ablation determines convective and radiative
aeroheating blockage because of ablation reduces the sur-
face gradients of temperature and that of various species
mass fractions, causing a decrease of convective and dif-
fusive heat-fluxes; heatshield ablation influences the
flowfield past the SRV by means of  introduction of  new
species in the boundary layer, that in turn may increase
flowfield ionization[12].
Further example of design analysis is shown in Figure 16
where the influence of ablation on flowfield and shock
stand-off distance for a high-speed Earth entry is recog-
nized. In particular, the top figure represents non-equilib-
rium predictions with ablation. The bottom figure shows
non-equilibrium temperature contours without taking into
account for ablation[12]. This comparison puts in evidence
the influence of ablation on results of non-equilibrium
simulations since the temperature predicted in the ablative
case is lower than in the non-ablative one[12]. Moreover,
the shock wave is closer to the capsule in the ablative
simulation. Therefore, ablation has a large influence on
the non-equilibrium results and, then, has to be carefully

studied to design the SRV thermal protection shield.
Generally speaking, the ablation products in the bound-
ary layer mainly consist of  H

2
, C

2
H, C

2
H

2
, CO, C, and

H[11]. For example, the mass fraction fields of  H
2
, H, CO

and C that take place in the shock layer in front of a 1.1
m diameter spherically-blunted 45 deg half-angle forebody
(i.e., close to that shown in Figure 7) flying at 71.86 km
altitude and M


=41.54 are reported in Figure 17 and Fig-

ure 18, respectively.
Mass fraction profiles of blowing species produced in
the shock-layer by the heatshield recession are plotted along
with the stagnation streamline in Figure 19.
As shown, the boundary layer in the case of species blow-
ing is significantly different with respect to the non-ablat-
ing case[11]. In fact, as the wall is approached the level of
all of the air species fall as the presence of the blown

Figure 14 and, therefore, are not reported for brevity.
Contours field of CO species, blowing from the heat shield
made of carbon-phenolic material, past a sphere-cone
aeroshell (see Figure 3) flying at 55.11 km altitude and
M


=31.87 are shown in Figure 15. Note that CO is one

of the main ablation products (for carbon based materi-

Figure 15 : CO mass fraction distribution at 55.11 km altitude
and M


=31.87.

Figure 16 : Static temperature contours (K). Influence of
ablation[12].

Figure 17 : H
2 

and H mass fractions at H

=71.86 km and

M

=41.54.
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Figure 18 : CO
 
and C mass fractions at H


=71.86 km and

M

=41.54.

Figure 19 : Ablation products on the stagnation streamline at
H


=71.86 km and M


=41.54.

gases becomes more dominant.
Moreover, it is evident from the profiles that some of the
ablation products are undergoing chemical change and it
is interesting to note that although most of the ablation
products are restricted to the boundary layer there is a
significant level of some of these products, specifically C,
at positions slightly beyond the edge of  the boundary layer.
As further example, flowfield features regarding freestream
conditions equal to H


=57.07 km and M


=33.07 are rec-

ognized from Figure 20 to Figure 23. In Figure 20 static
pressure and Mach number fields are shown; while Fig-
ure 21 and Figure 22 highlight C, CO, C

2
, C

3
, mass frac-

tions, respectively.
The distribution of blowing species along with the stag-
nation streamline is plotted in Figure 23.
The knowledge of the ablation products distribution within
the shock layer is extremely important since species such
as C

2
, C

3
 and also CO have strong radiative properties. In

particular, C
2
 and C

3
 possess absorption properties while Figure 21 : CO

 
and C mass fractions at H


=57.07 km and

M

=33.07.

Figure 20 : Mach number and static pressure contours at
H


=57.07 km and M


=33.07.
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Figure 23 : Ablation products on the stagnation streamline at
H


=57.07 km and M


=33.07.

CO is a strong radiator[12].
As shown, the level of C

3
 falls rapidly with increasing

distance from the body, as it dissociates to form C
2
 and

C, and also indirectly leads to the formation of  CN and
HCN. Note that the formation of  small amounts of  CN
induces a more severe heat flux distribution because of a
major non-equilibrium radiation contribution (i.e., CN
molecule is a highly emissive product). Moreover, the rise
in the level of C in the boundary layer is mainly attribut-
able to the dissociation of  CO. The relatively slow rate at
which the level of H falls with increasing distance from

Figure 22 : C
2 

and C
3
 mass fractions at H


=57.07 km and

M

=33.07.

the wall suggests that either H
2
 or alternatively some of

the hydrocarbons present are dissociating[11,12].
Another important issue in designing SRV capsule is the
coupling of plasma radiative effects and the CFD com-
putation. For example, Figure 24 presents, on the left, the
front shield shock layer temperature field and, on the right,
temperature profiles along with the stagnation line of the
Huygens probe with and without coupling effects. As
shown, a reduction of the stand-off distance can be ob-
served as well as a faster decrease of  the temperature for
the coupled computations due to the removal from the

Figure 24 : Temperature contours: influence of  radiation coupling within computation[12].

flowfield by radiation phenomenon[12].

CONCLUSION

In this paper a partial overview of  the analysis approach
typically followed within sample return vehicle design has

been done. A more systematic survey was out of  the
scope of the paper, but would be required for the prepa-
ration of  ambitious sample return projects. In particular,
this work gives some indications concerning main design
topics to address in designing such a kind of vehicle for
planetary exploration, as for example, effects of heat shield
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ablation and flow plasma radiation coupling with com-
putational flowfield analysis.
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